
Clinic Care 

Solution
Clinic Information Management System (CIMS) to
make your clinic paperless. Used by 1000+
Hospitals/Clinics in 45 Countries
clinic information management software with an
integrated information system design to manage the
administrative, financial, and clinical aspects of a
hospital



Welcome
This system is a complete Management
System for Doctor chamber, Diagnostic
center and clinic. Every essential part of a
clinic is included in the system. Different
user group can access this system.



Problems
I don't have enough Employees i Need
more help to manage my Clinic
I need to add appointments for my clients
but i don't have time to do it in papers and
takes long time. 
Hiring employees increases my budget and
waste my time hiring and meeting
Creating a software takes months and
million of dollars for managements
I want to serve more patients but
productivity is low



Ultimate
Solutions for
your problems

Reduce Operational Costs
Save monthly on your budget, by cutting
the cost of hiring additional employees,
office space and time used in your
organization.

Serve More Patients
Use the enhanced patient workflow and
increased productivity, to ultimately
increase the number of patients served per
day.

Own and Control Your Database
Use the enhanced patient workflow and
increased productivity, to ultimately
increase the number of patients served per
day.

All the Support You Need
Our team and our regional partners will
assist you in setting up and maintaining
your implementation.



System
Overview

 This system is a complete Management System
for Doctor chamber, Diagnostic center and clinic.
Every essential part of a clinic is included in the
system. Different user group can access this
system.

 Admin can see others activities. Doctor can take
control of patient information. Other groups like
nurse, accountant, receptionist, pharmacist and
laboratorist has their own window from where
they can control and work.

 Appoinment, schedule module help both doctor
and patient to manage their appoinment
information. HOSPITALS

CLINICS

Hospital Management Information System that
connects all your departments and implements all
your workflows.

Multi-user software to cover your clinic's
workflow, from patient management and medical
records, to scheduling and billing



Why you need it

Doctor
manage doctor’s

appointments,
schedule, holidays

manage all the lab
reports and report

templates

Lab Test Prescription
manage prescriptions

with dynamic
medicine selection



Financial Activities
Can manage payments, expenses,
invoices, due payments, daily, monthly,
yearly and date to date reports etc from
this module.

Dashboard presents the status and overview of
the institution. Visual presentation of the sales
and expense through graph and pie chart are
there. Total count of the Daily, monthly and yearly
sales and expense and number of appointments.
Dashboard contain the appointment calendar
through which you can see all the appointments
for can see the patient history by clicking on
appointments.

This is the module where you can create all the
hospital staffs like Nurses, Accountants,
Receptionists, Pharmacists and Laboratorist. All
those staffs can login the system with their
specific access permission.

Dashboard
 

Human Resources
 



Our frontend website is a portfolio
website for the hospital. Public users can
make appointment request from here.
Sliders, featured doctors, services are also
there and those can be dynamically added
from backend.

Websites

Clinic/
Hospital
Profile

Open for
24 Hours
Your website is

available for clients
24 hour to book



Translated 
Arabic
English
French
Italian
Portuguese
Spanish
Chinese
Japanese
Russian
Turkish
Indonesian

1.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

Admin
Doctor
Patient
Nurse
Accountant
Pharmacist
Laboratorist
Receptionist

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Login Access



Thank you 

Order Demo Now

Visit our website link to get a test on
demo

https://opentiq.net/clinic-doctor/

By Opentiq.net


